Shower Doors
The perfect compliment
for your Shower Enclosure.
Shower doors available in Chrome,
Brushed Nickel, and Oil-rubbed Bronze
with Clear or Rain-textured Glass.
Why settle for unattractive, leaking shower curtains when
you can install a quality-constructed US Marble shower
enclosure?
Our dedication to detail is crafted into these glass shower
doors from US Marble. Each unit is carefully constructed to
exacting standards to ensure that you receive the highest
quality product available. Our selection of glass and framing
options allow you the flexibility to match bathroom settings
ranging from classical to contemporary, and will fit most
standard-sized enclosures for showers and tubs.

Neo-Angle Enclosures

Aluminum frame enclosure featuring a semi-frameless
swing door with pull handle on a continuous aluminum
hinge and a clear acrylic sweep on the bottom of the
door.

Sliding Bypass Doors

Our shower doors exceed industry standards in design and
engineering. No squeaking or play makes this system the
best in the industry. Comes standard with double towel bar.

Whether you need a frame or frameless design for a shower
stall or bath tub enclosure, our flexibility gives you the
freedom to create the bathroom shower enclosure system of
your dreams. Each bathroom shower system we sell is built
for beauty and performance, offering
• Bright anodized aluminum framing
• Precision-engineered components
• Tempered safety glass with pattern options
• Steam-room with marble or tile finished ceiling
and other custom-designed options
Available for your current shower or with your US Marble tub,
shower base, and walls, with the same delivery lead time.
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Shower Doors
Swing Doors

Precision-engineered doors with quality components and
materials. These reversable doors feature Mini-Hinges
with a Pull Handle, plus a semi-frameless door with clear
acrylic sweep at the bottom.

Swing Door + Inline Panel

For shower units over 36”, we offer 24”, 27” or
30” Swing Doors paired with a stationery in-line
glass panel. These units have been designed
for easy assembly and quick installation.

Easy To Maintain

Cleaning your enclosure safely and effectively takes the right
cleaner. In looking for the best cleaner that’s also gentle
on surfaces, BEMA (the Bath Enclosure Manufacturers
Association) tested some of the most popular cleaners and
found Comet® Non-Abrasive Bathroom Cleaner to be the
most effective while still being gentle on the glass and metal
surfaces of an enclosure.
We also offer a ten-year glass-protection option at a minimal
charge. Please contact your dealer or US Marble for details
(Comet® is a registered trade mark of Proctor & Gamble, Cincinatti, Ohio
45202.)

For detailed specifications and
ordering information, please refer
to our Specification Sheet for U.S.
Marble’s Shower Doors.
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